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Trials at Tara and Dalby run
back to back proved to be very
successful. Tara ran a total of
230 dogs and Dalby 270 dogs.
The draw card for large
nominations seems to be running
the open and Improver
separately. It is a lot of work
but the majority of Competitors
appreciate the effort that goes
into the organisation of these
trials. Once again the concert at
Tara was a huge success. Big
thank you to all who helped.
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Editor’s Note: The next AGM is at Kalbar in
August. Don’t forget to send in your opinions on
the Queensland Rep side’s Uniform. There was
some information and idea’s in the last Tribune
with regard to this issue. The western run is going
ahead despite the dry weather and it is hoped
everyone has a great time trialling and catching up
with old friends.
Till next time stay well, Linda.

***************************************************************************************
This is a new Magazine out so please get behind it and order your copy from
the contact details.
Amy Cutler Mob: 0459442369 Email: amycutler86@ hotmail.com
They are also looking for article’s of interest etc. to include in future additions.
The first Magazine is due out on the 1st of May 2015.
Amy will be at the Roma Trials so see her there for your copy!!!!!
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TRIAL ETIQUETTE
Do you know who runs our Trials?
All Queensland trials accept for the Queensland Supreme are run by Trial
Committees. (The Qld Supreme is the only trial run by the Association.)
(The Queensland Championships are not run by the Association)
Trials are not run by Competitors or the Queensland Association. At times
difficult and or controversial decisions are made due to circumstances that
arise. We must as a competitor respect and allow the Trial Committee to have
the final say in running their trial.
Contrary to belief the Association's job is to administer our Association and
give guidelines to the Trial Committees on the rules & judging. Association
Committee members are not there to interfere in the running of Trials. It is
great to see new triallers turning up to participate in our sport and it is
important to understand how requests and complaints should be dealt with.
If you are not happy with a way a trial is run, then talk to the persons
running the trial. However consider the selfless task that these persons have
undertaken for you to enjoy your sport.
Serious complaints on animal welfare, rules and judging can of course be put
in writing and sent to the QWSDAI and you are assured that the Association
will do their best to deal with the matter.
Also it is good manners to ring or text the organising committee directly if
you have sent your nominations in and are unable to attend the trial
regardless if you have paid or not.
Committee’s need to source, and most times pay for the use of sheep for the
trial and for competitors not to notify they cannot attend, means extra costs
for transport and sheep. It is also nice for Trial Committees not to receive non
attendance second hand. Queensland is unique across the country in the
way we allow trialler’s to pay at trials and nominate only one week out. This is
a concession that should be appreciated and not abused, as we are able to
just let the Trial Committee know in a reasonable time and not have to pay.
Lots of Trials in other States cut off dates are at least four weeks and all
entries are paid in full when you nominate. So let's look after our Qld system.
***************************************************************************************

Brisbane Royal Show 1995 - Judge Tony Thomas
1st

H Homan

Sunvale June 85/91 = 176

2nd

N King

Kingsley Sim 84/66 = 150

3rd

E McManus

Oak Park Snowy 86/62 =148

4th

G Gibson

Gibsons Nip 87/54 = 141

5th

R Griffith

Derrimar Tex 72

6th
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S Pye-McMillian

Medowbank Max 69

Royal Queensland Show
Sheep Dog Trials

The Sheep Dogs Trials Competition was first held at
the Royal Queensland Show in 1899. Sheep Dog Trials
are an exercise in speed and skill as the dogs and their
handlers work sheep around a field. The dogs are
judged on cast, approach, bridging, obstacle and
general work. ** ENTRIES ARE NOW OPEN ** IMPORTANT
DATES TO REMEMBER Applications close: 5 June 2015 &
Final judging date: 14 August 2015 Trials will be held
on the Main Arena from 6pm. See schedule for more
Information. For specific competition related enquiries please contact: Sheep
Dog Trials - Competition & Events Coordinator
Phone: 07 3253 3900
Email: entries@royalqueenslandshow.com.au

4 of the Most Common Dog Health Problems
Our dogs are faithful companions, and they depend on us for good care. To help your
canine friend live a healthy life, you should know some of the most common health
problems dogs face, their signs, and what you can do about them.

Dogs and Ear Infections
Ear infections are a common canine health problem, and they can be caused by allergies, yeast, ear mites, bacteria, hair growth deep in the ear canal, and more. Symptoms your dog may have with an ear infection include:
•

Head shaking or head tilting

•

Ear odour

•

Vigorous scratching

•

Lack of balance

•

Unusual back-and-forth eye movements

•

Redness of the ear canal

• Swelling of the outer portion of the ear Brown, yellow, or bloody discharge
Always take your dog to the veterinarian if you think he has an ear infection. In most
cases, cleaning and medicating the ear canal will quickly clear up an infection. However, surgery can be needed for chronic infections or if forceful head shaking results in
the rupture of a vessel within the outer part of the ear.

Dogs and Worms
Tapeworms, roundworms, hookworms, and whipworms are common internal parasites
in dogs. And although any worm infestation can make your pooch uncomfortable,
some, like hookworms, can be fatal in puppies. Signs your dog may have worms
include: Diarrhea (may be bloody)
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•

Weight loss

•

A change in appetite

•

A rough, dry coat

•

Scooting on his bottom

•

An overall poor appearance

The best way to diagnose a worm problem is with a visit to the vet. Treatment depends
on which type of worm your dog has, but generally includes an oral medication and
may require follow-up. Don't try treating worms yourself: A medication that kills roundworms, for example, doesn't kill tapeworms.

When Fleas Find Your Dog
It

takes just three weeks for one flea to turn into an infestation of 1,000 biting bugs. A
very common canine health problem, fleas are easy for your dog to pick up, but they're
also easy to treat. Signs your dog may have fleas include:
•

Excessive scratching, licking, or biting at the skin

•

Hair loss

•

Hot spots

•

Allergic dermatitis

•

Tapeworms (which are carried by fleas)

• Flea dirt (looks like small black dots) against your dog's skin
Untreated, fleas not only make your dog intensely uncomfortable, they can also cause
allergic reactions, infections, and even lead to anemia from blood loss.
Talk to your vet about the right flea medicine for your dog, which may include oral
medicine, shampoos, sprays, or topical liquids.

How to Help Hot Spots in Your Dog
They’re commonly known as hot spots, but the medical term for those bare, inflamed,
red areas you often see on dogs is acute moist dermatitis -- a bacterial skin infection.
Anything that irritates your dog's skin enough to make him scratch or chew can lead to
the pain and itch of hot spots, which, if left untreated, can quickly grow larger.
A hot spot's location can help your vet diagnose its cause. Fleas, for example, may be
the source of a hip hot spot, while a hot spot at the ear might point to ear problems.
Treating hot spots may involve shaving and cleaning the irritated area, antibiotics, antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDS), steroids, or topical medications, depending on how bad
the hot spots are, and how much pain your pooch is in.

Next Addition: Vomiting & Diarrhea
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Points - Friskies Pet Care Novice Dog
of the Year

Points - Parr Family
Open Handler of the Year

32.5

Virgo’s Cruze

24.5

Hurtzys Panda

20.5

Colley’s Cay

19

Potter Frosty

13.5

Geoff Gibson

94.5

Snow Potter

76

Roy Potticary

62.5

Gary Hurtz

47.5

Delrae Eddie

19

Dan Bougoure

30

Potter Bizzie

15

Points - Don Smith Memorial
Open Dog of the Year

Points - Colykade Improver Dog of
the Year

Points - Ken & Natalie White Novice
Handler of the Year

Gibson’s DJ

20

Michael Walsh

11.5

Cook’s Tim

16.5

Matthew Mitchell

9

Delrae Eddie

15

John Crombie

7

Penny O’Neill

4

Blackbrook Phoebe 15
Camara Ace

12

Points - Ian Skea Encourage
Handler of the Year
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Potter Gillie

Barry Knight

22

Adam Miller

20

Sharon Dungery

18.5

Michael Dungery

17.5

These points are up to and
including the last Karara Trial.
Anyone with any queries please
contact Secretary Ian Beard.
The keeping of points is done
voluntarily so any mistakes are just
human errors which are made by all.

Lesley Taylor &
Moriarty Stew at
Tara Trials

Lesley was seen at Tara Trials running Stew beside her motorised scooter even
in the rain. She said it was the best way to exercise him that she knew and he
had to jog along to keep up which gave him a good work out. Well done Lesley.

The Cat
We were dressed and ready to go out to a New Years Eve Party. We turned on
a night light, turned the answering machine on, covered our pet parakeet
and put the cat out in the back yard.
We phoned the local cab company and requested a taxi.
The taxi arrived, we opened the door to leave the house. The cat we had put
out shot back into the house. We didn’t want to leave the cat in the house
because she always tries to eat the bird.
My wife goes on out to the taxi, while I went back to get the cat. The runs upstairs, with me in hot pursuit. Waiting in the cab, my wife doesn’t want the
driver to know the house will be empty for the night. So, she explains to the
taxi driver that I will be out soon, “He’s just going upstairs to say goodbye to
my mother.”
A few minutes later, I get into the cab. “Sorry I took so long” I said, as we
drove away.
“That stupid bitch was hiding under the bed. I had to poke her arse with a
coat hanger to get her to come out. She tried to take off, so I grabbed her by
the scruff of the neck. Then I had to wrap her in a blanket to keep her from
scratching me. But it worked, I hauled her fat arse downstairs and threw
her out into the back yard!
She’d better not shit in the vegetable garden again!!”
The silence in the cab was deafening!!!!!!
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Dale Formosa

Jim O’Connell & Jackson’s Steffi

Gary Hurtz & Joan Thornton

Julie Spry & Geoff Gibson

Cameron Towning

Tim Thornton with Snow
Potter & Geoff Gibson

Adam Miller

Gary Barker at Clifton

Winners of Open Trials to date:
Kalbar: Errol Brettschneider & Fiesta
Flea

Kalbar: Errol Brettschneider &
Melnuinni Patch

Qld C/Ship: Ian Beard & Cook’s Tim

Qld C/Ship: Roy Potticary & Virgo’s
Cruze

Chinchilla: Damian Bougoure &
Fiesta Shilpa
Qld Supreme: Geoff Gibson &
Gibson’s DJ

Chinchilla: Michael Dungery &
Shaundar Hope

Allora: Ian Beard & Cook’s Tim

Qld Supreme: Gary Hurtz & Hurtzy’s
Heidi

Karara: Roy Potticary & Delrae Eddie

Allora :Dale Formosa & Richies Crush

Stanthorpe: Geoff Gibson &
Blackbrook Phoebe

Karara: Andrew Heath & Terata Banjo

Clifton: Dale Formosa & Akoonah
Floss

Stanthorpe: Geoff Gibson & Gibson’s
Fergie
Clifton: Gary Barker & Fiesta Kate

Millmerran: Geoff Gibson & Gibson’s
DJ

Millmerran :Snow Potter & Potter
Gillie

Toowoomba : Jim O’Connell Camara
Ace

Toowoomba: Geoff Gibson & Safire
Pocket

Tara : Jim O’Connell & Jackson’s
Steffi

Tara: Dan Bougoure & Fiesta Pewter

Dalby: Jim O’Connell & Camara Ace
Winners of Improver Trials to date:

Dalby: Jack Dwan & Elwanvale
Jeanie
Winner’s of Encourage Trials to
date:

Kalbar: Colin Topp & Colykade Sky

Kalbar: Craig Freestone & Molly

Qld C/Ship: Wayne Abra &
Blackbrook Dart

Qld C/Ship: Ellie Wong & Old Mill
Panda

Chinchilla: Michael Dungey &
Shaundar Hope

Chinchilla: Rhonda Bradbery &
Colykade Zechariah

Allora: Snow Potter & Potter Bizzie

Allora: Rhonda Bradbery & Colykade
Zechariah

Karara: Andrew Heath & Terata Banjo
Stanthorpe: Dan Bougoure & Fiesta
Miley
Clifton: Trevor Percival & Brenkris
Dora
Toowoomba: Gary Hurtz & Hurtzy’s
Snowy
Tara: Trevor Percival & Brenkris Rex
Dalby: Errol Brettschneider & Fiesta
Force
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Winners of Novice Trials to date:

Karara: Karan Manton & Moriarty
Kruger
Stanthorpe: Adam Miller & Tighes
Storm
Clifton: Adam Miller & Tighes Storm
Toowoomba: Cameron Towning &
Barkers Hector
Tara: Narelle Fernance & Lockneys
Carletta
Dalby: Barry Knight & Fiesta Jane

Members at the Millmerran
Trial. Gary Hurtz, Trial
Organiser, Tim Thornton,
Judge - Ian Beard. Novice
winner Snow Potter, Open
Winner, Geoff Gibson. Roy
Potticary, Peter Mitchell and
John Crombie.

***********************************************************************************
No Speakah de English.
A bus stops and two Italian men get on. They sit down and engage in an
animated conversation.
The lady sitting next to them ignores them at first, but her attention is
galvanized when she hears one of them say the following:
Emma come first. Den I Come. Den two asses come together. I come once-amore. Two asses, they come together again. I come again and pee twice. Then
I come one lasta time.
The lady can’t take any this anymore. “You foul mouthed sex obsessed pig”
She retorts indignantly, “In this country, we don’t speak aloud in public
places about our sex lives!”
“Hey coola down lady,” said the man. “Whooza talking about sex? I’m a justa
tellin’ my friend how to spell Mississippi”
Bet you $5 you read this again.
***************************************************************************************
Doctor’s Visit
An old man in his mid eighties struggles to get up from the couch, then starts
putting on his coat. His wife seeing the unexpected behaviour asks, “Where
are you going?” He replies, “I’m going to the doctor”. She says “Why, are you
sick?” He says, “Nope, I’m going to get me some of that Viagra stuff.”
Immediately the wife starts working and positioning herself to get out of her
rocker and begins to put her coat on also. He says “Where the heck are you
going?” She answers, “I’m going to the doctor too” He says “Why, what do you
need?” She says, “If your going the start using that rusty old thing, I’m going
to get a Tetanus Shot.”
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Coccidious in Dogs
Coccidia are tiny single-celled parasites that live in the wall of your dog’s intestine.
They are found more often in puppies, but they can also infect older dogs and
cats.
Dogs become infected by swallowing soil that contains coccidia or other
substances in the environment that may contain dog feces.
How will coccidia affect my dog?
Coccidiosis, the disease caused by coccidia, may not cause any signs in dogs but
is usually more serious in puppies. The most common sign of coccidiosis is
diarrhea. More severe infections can cause bloody diarrhea. Severe infections,
especially in puppies, can kill them.
How do I prevent my dog from getting coccidia?
Coccidial infections can be prevented by removing your dog’s feces regularly from
your yard or other areas where the dog goes to the bathroom. Because coccidia
are found most often in puppies, it is important to have puppies examined for the
parasite as soon as possible. Your veterinarian can perform a fecal test to
diagnose coccidiosis. If your dog is infected with coccidia, your veterinarian is able
to give it effective medications.

Did you know?
Coccidia infection can cause diarrhea, and can be fatal, especially in puppies.
However, many dogs show no symptoms.
Dogs get coccidia from swallowing infected soil or substances containing dog
feces.
Removing dog feces from your yard and the dog's environment is the best
protection.
Your veterinarian can test, and treat if necessary, your dog for coccidia.
Puppies should be tested regularly.
************************************************************************************
The Trialer’s Tribune
Any one wishing to contribute to this Newsletter, please email your articles to
me or post to 141 Western Rd Tara 4421. Remember, this newsletter is for all
members and you are encouraged to write your own stories, articles or send
any thing you wish to see printed in for inclusion in future additions.
Many Thanks, Linda.
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Barry Knight with his two
boys Bailey and Charlie at
Toowoomba Trials. Charlie
has since had his first run in
the encourage trial at Dalby.
Bailey will try to have his first
run at Karara. Great to see so
many new faces joining the
QWSDAI.

Natalie Weaver and her mother
Debbie Williams at Toowoomba
Trials. They are both from
Brisbane and also travelled to
Dalby Trials for runs in the
Novice and Encourage. I’m sure
we will see more of them in the
future. Natalie and Debbie are
also new faces in the trialling
game

Sue Selby at the Millmerran
Trials. Sue travels on her own
to all the trials and also went
across to South Australia for
the Supreme last year. Sue
has been trialling for a number
of years now and has a handy
team of dogs in her string. She
is also a great help at many
trials she attends.

Thanks to Dog Pro for their
generous Sponsorship of the
QWSDAI Trials
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